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brought to you by ClassicCars. The Sixties was a decade of rocketships â€” both NASA's
thundering moon machines, and the rubber-burning road missiles launched by the Corvette
engineering corps. As Chevy poured on the horsepower, it also forged what was to become one
of the most famous names in Vette lore: Sting Ray. The popularity of Chevy's sleek two-seater
was now abundantly clear: marked the first year that Vette sales topped five figures the
company produced 10, Mechanical changes consisted primarily of a few weight-cutting
measures. After this year, the molded rear taillights would be history. The sports-car
competition got plenty of opportunity to see the big news for â€” it was all at the Corvette's tail.
A new rear-end design added four recessed taillights a styling tradition that continues to this
day and exhaust tips mounted below the bodywork. Maximum engine output climbed to hp. It
was the end of the road for the first-generation Corvette. But the "C1" went out with a roar:
sales topped 14, units. Gone was the two-tone, chrome-trimmed side cove â€” and the
cubic-inch V Displacement climbed to cubic inches, with max power jumping to hp. For ,
Chevrolet unveiled its second-generation Corvette â€” and it was a stunner. The all-new Sting
Ray featured an independent rear suspension, available air conditioning and leather, and â€” for
the first time â€” both convertible and fastback styles. This was the only year for the hard top's
famous split rear window. Sales of the '63 model had topped 21, units, so Chevy wasn't about to
mess with its new good thing. The Sting Ray rolled into with mostly minor changes the hard top
received a single rear window instead of the '63 model's split glass. Maximum engine power
climbed to hp. Chevy still deemed the Sting Ray's styling too good to change, but in the engine
bay things were busy indeed. The '65 model was the first Vette to offer a big-block V-8 â€” a
monstrous cubic-inch "Turbo Jet" good for horsepower. Four-wheel disc brakes also joined the
party. The Corvette's optional big-block engine got even bigger: displacement climbed to cubic
inches, and max horsepower jumped to Otherwise, the Vette stormed on with relatively few
cosmetic or hardware revisions. Not that it needed any: Corvette sales soared to nearly 28,
units. Chevrolet had planned to unveil a new-generation C3 Corvette for '67, but the car was
delayed. Instead, the company unveiled one of the most awesome engine options in Vette
history: the '67 L Officially rated at horsepower, the V-8 actually produced well over hp. Only 20
of the beasts were built. The Sting Ray was gone, replaced by an all-new C3 Corvette. Based in
part on the stunning Mako Shark II show car displayed earlier in the decade, the new-generation
Corvette was lower and seven inches longer than its predecessor. The hard-top edition was also
the first Vette with removable T-tops. By July, man was on the moon. And by the end of the
year, Chevrolet produced its ,th Corvette. Cosmetic changes were minor most notable was the
reappearance of the "Stingray" name, now spelled as one word. Hierarchy changes were
nonexistent: the Vette was still on top of the sports-car world. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type
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The following Corvettes are all from the years ProTeam has two type Corvettes on display: A
Corvette for sale cars which include many very nice Corvettes which are actively marketed and
for sale and B The Collection which include some of the rarest Corvettes ever made. These cars
are not actively marketed but are on display and many have been invited to very special shows

around the country. We would consider offers on our collection cars should that offer advance
our position. Complete description with photos and prices are located here on line. Money Back
Guarantee. Delivery, finance, and insurance are available here on line. Review our condition
codes before making any purchase. Please read our descriptions carefully as we attempt to
answer many very important questions and give you, the purchaser, peace of mind. Have a
specific question or request - proteam proteamcorvette. Rally Red paint with Black interior and
Black Haartz soft top. Conversion to a custom resto-mod touring machine was primarily the
work of Street Performance Co. This project began with a straight original body and solid frame.
Optioned with hp LT4 engine, new modern radio while retaining the original dash and gauges.
Handling and looks were enhanced by front disc brakes, polished 17 inch Cragar Billet
aluminum SS wheels and Michelin radial tires. The exterior still remains stock looking and has
the stock washboard hood and trunk irons. The car's extensive chrome was also redone at time
of restoration and rebuild. This is a very good looking custom that should delight any dedicated
straight axle enthusiast. Looks, runs, and drives excellent. Email proteam proteamcorvette.
Roman Red paint with matching Red interior and Black soft top. Body-off restoration in show
condition. This car is stunning! Radio and heater delete car optioned with T transmission, 4.
Most all factory correct type components including the spare, jack, jack tools, trunk mat, trunk
liner, rebound straps, seat belts, shifter, air cleaner, generator, distributor, hoses, hose clamps,
F. Tuxedo Black paint with Roman Red interior. Nut and bolt body-off restoration started in and
finished in by one of the foremost Corvette restorers with almost 50 years experience. This car
is jewelry. Very rare radio and heater delete car, optioned with auxiliary hardtop, T transmission,
4. Most all factory correct type components including the spare, jack, jack tools, trunk mat,
trunk liner, rebound straps, seat belts, tar top battery, shifter, air cleaner, generator, distributor,
hoses, hose clamps, carbs, top tank radiator, guide Y mirror, warranty book, owners manual,
sales brochure, and T-3 headlights. From the estate of past owner of 45 years!!! This recently
restored Corvette has yet to be shown, creating an exciting opportunity for the next owner to
exhibit the car and compete for trophies, awards, and recogintion! Average 10 foot street paint
and cosmetics as this car has never been restored. Has that fresh "barn find" look and smell!!
Optioned with T transmission, 3. Most all factory correct type components including the spare,
jack, jack tools, rebound straps, shifter, generator, distributor, fuel filter, radiator, guide Y
mirror, owners manual, sales brochure, and three T-3 headlights. From past owner of 42 years
who bought this car in Includes car cover. Looks, runs, and drives average. Ermine White paint
with Roman Red interior and White soft top. A remarkably original unrestored low-mile Survivor
that runs and drives very nice. Bloomington Gold Survivor in all four categories. These original
unmolested cars are among the rarest of rare and are rising to the top of the Corvette food
chain as unrestored cars are used as guideposts for restorers, shining a light on the way
vehicles were originally built. The solid feel of an excellent unrestored car cannot be overstated!
Also Bloomington Bronze certified! Obviously a well-loved car!! Optioned with very rare radio
delete, power top 1 of , power windows 1 of , powerglide 1 of 1, , auxiliary hardtop, off road
exhaust, parking brake alarm, windshield washers, courtesy light, heater, car cover, hubcaps,
and wide white tires. Most all factory correct type components including the spare, jack, jack
tools, trunk mat, trunk liner, gold front and rear emblems, rebound straps, seat belts, washer
system, shifter, air cleaner, generator, distributor, hoses, hose clamps, oil cap, valve covers,
radiator, radiator cap, guide Y mirror, owners manual, and sales brochure. Documented with the
Bloomington Gold certificates and Survivor judging sheets. Looks, runs, and drives nice for a
58 year old Survivor! Monday through Friday am through pm. Masks are required. Call ahead at
or email directly at proteam proteamcorvette. The Corvette Black Book also has an
extrapolation section to help you zero-in on Corvettes with genuinely rare option combinations.
This is the genuine pocket sized Corvette Black Book. Ohio residents add 7. Go to the top of
this classic Corvette sales page or go. Back to previous Corvette sales page. By joining our
community e-newsletter, we will keep you up to speed every two weeks or so with Corvette
related news. We will never sell or share your information and you can opt out at anytime. By
filling out this form I opt-in for ProTeam's free eNews. Half a lifetime of owning and tending to a
farm is hard workâ€”so we are toldâ€”and not everyone that puts in the years is rewarded in the
same capacity. For Derek Eisenbeisz and his wife, Eileen, though, keeping their noses to the
proverbial grindstone did pay off. How they decided to make use of their positive financial
situation was part investment and part dream fulfillment. Yup, you guessed it, they bought a
Corvette. But not just any Corvette; Eisenbeisz had this planned years in advance. He needed a
'60 C1 Corvette because, "It's an iconic body style that's so sought after," and he wouldn't have
it any other way. The specific car that Eisenbeisz ended up with was a model that was
somewhat of a barn find. A good friend of his had it sitting around for about a decade, waiting
for a restoration to begin that he just never got around to. The Corvette was all there and not in

the worst of conditions, but it had been completely blown apart in preparation of the restoration.
After purchasing the Corvette, Eisenbeisz sent the '60 over to a shop not too far from his home
in Bowdle, South Dakota. You could say that things went south and he ended up cancelling the
buildâ€”which is a story for another dayâ€”and taking the car back home. Eisenbeisz's search
for another builder was short lived as a friend quickly recommended Paul Atkins Interiors in
Hanceville, Alabama. Now, in case you haven't put two and two together, Alabama is no stone's
throw away from South Dakota, but at this point that wasn't going to stop Eisenbeisz from
having his dream Corvette built. He got in touch with Paul Atkins and began working out how
the Corvette would be built. But, getting all the details worked out took time. Lots of time. The
process included regular phone calls, renderings of the Corvette and even a handful of trips to
Paul Atkins Interiors, which is 1, miles each way for Eisenbeisz. The custom chassis utilizes
C4-style independent front and rear suspension with JRi coilover shocks and forged aluminum
control arms. An upgraded Dana 60 differential with a 3. The final piece of the chassis was a set
of Wilwood disc brakes with six-piston calipers at all four corners. As for the big power
mentioned, that would be thanks to a supercharged, horsepower LT4 crate engine from
Chevrolet Performance. He said the plan here was to use as many factory parts as possible, "So
down the road when we need a part it's not mixed and matched. OK, continuing on with the
juicy powertrain details. Paul Atkins Interiors fabricated a complete exhaust system out of
mandrel-bent tubing from the Chevrolet Performance exhaust manifolds all the way back to a
pair of Borla mufflers. As for the exterior of the Corvette, the goal was to keep things looking
classy. But before all that, the fiberglass body got a complete makeover. According to
Eisenbeisz, "The rear fenders were widened to accommodate wider tires and the front was
widened to match. Another detail that not everyone is guaranteed to notice are the badges. The
final piece of the puzzle to wrap up the exterior of the car and translate all the modern
suspension and power to usable performance are the wheels and tires. The wheels chosen were
a staggered set of Schott Velocity rollers measuring 19x8 in the front and 20x10 in the rear.
Transitioning to the interior of Eisenbeisz's Corvette it was all about combining the classic C1
style with modern tech like climate control and a killer stereo system. Then, in went a Clarion
head unit paired with Rockford Fosgate and Hertz Mille Pro series speakers boosted by a
Kenwood five-channel amplifier. Finally, the whole cabin was covered in Lipstick Red leather
and carpeted to match. Finally, a inch steering wheel from Billet Specialties' D-Shaped
Collection was installed to compete the look. Paul Atkins Interiors certainly lived up to their
name with the design and execution inside cabin of Eisenbeisz's Corvette. Before they knew it,
the two-year build process was completed and the Z was headed back home to their farm in
South Dakota. The Corvette has spent the last two summers cruising the wide-open expanses
surrounding the Eisenbeisz's hometown and wowing the crowds at local car shows. While this
little Corvette might have humble roots living in the daydreams of a rural farmer, its stunning
good looks and brutal LT4 power mean it's far from it. Close Ad. Share on Facebook Share on
Twitter. Few things can take the fun out of driving a vintage Corvette faster than an overheating
engine. Cooling the engine in all driving conditions requires a modern system with all
components in perfect working order. Add air conditioning to the car and the cooling system
becomes even more important. If Chevrolet had built a big-block Corvette in this is the engine
they would have used. As it turns out, the engine fit in the engine bay well, and coupled to a TCI
Auto R4 transmission we expect good performance from the engine. With these mods we feel
comfortable designating the engine in the hp range. We mention this only because horsepower
is heat and it is an important part of designing an effective cooling system. Our TCI Auto R4 is
externally cooled and that cooler is mounted in the grille opening as well, but we worked to
keep it below the radiator so it would have its own stream of cooling air. Since the objective is
to get as much cool air flowing through the fins of the radiator as possible, details such as
transmission cooler location become important. By moving our TCI tranny cooler down low, just
the very top of the cooler is in front of the radiator. Obviously, running a transmission cooler in
the radiator is less than desirable as it adds heat to the cooling system and does a less than
desirable job of cooling the transmission. Armed with a horsepower rating and the model car
the engine was in, it was a simple matter of calling U. Radiator to have a brand-new radiator
built for the car. For the average Corvette owner the gut instinct is to go with an aluminum
radiator since many of the factory cars came with an aluminum radiator. The factory aluminum
radiator is nowhere near the modern aluminum radiators. The cooling tubes are much farther
apart and the fin count is much lower. Since the hot water travels through the radiator tubes
allowing the fins to absorb heat and then dissipate the heat into the air stream, the more tubes
and the more fin area you have the more heat will be dissipated. Like most Corvette owners, we
asked about aluminum, and U. Copper fins have superior heat transfer over aluminum and by
using the U. Radiator Optima core we picked up 40 percent more heat transfer points than the

original radiator. While they can build an exact replacement radiator in aluminum or brass, U.
Radiator also has the capability to make custom units. Since this is not a restored car it made
good sense to step up to modern cooling technology. In the end we decided to go with a U.
Radiator custom-built Optima core, triple-pass crossflow design radiator in copper and brass.
This design gives us maximum cooling potential and the triple-pass design allows the coolant
to remain in the radiator longer and contact more heat transfer points. This all adds up to a cool
engine. However, all the coolant volume, radiator tubes and fins in the world cannot cool an
engine without a good stream of air moving between the radiator fins. We wanted to run an
electric fan because they cool better in traffic than engine-driven fans. Electric fans also work
well with our Billet Specialties Tru Trac system. There is a Tru Trac system designed for
small-block, big-block and the W-motor families of engines, and the use of the Tru Trac
serpentine system requires an electric fan. As it turns out, selecting the correct electric fan was
as simple as answering a few question from U. They fabricated a very nice aluminum shroud
that covers the entire core; ensuring cool air will be flowing through the core and not around
the core. The fan is one of their thin-line fans leaving plenty of room between the Tru Trac and
the fan. That completed our order. A couple weeks later our custom-fabricated radiator and fan
shroud assembly arrived. The unit fit perfectly with ample fan clearance. Wiring proved to be
very straightforward with a Ron Francis electric fan relay kit. Since our W-motor was not a
factory option in a Corvette the hoses were a bit of a challenge. We bent a piece of welding rod
to the approximate shape for both the upper and lower radiator hoses. A trip to our local auto
parts store netted us several upper and several lower hoses, hoping we could find one that fit.
As it turned out, after a little trimming a Gates solved our lower hose problem. Our upper hose
proved to be a bit more challenging. In the end we used two hoses spliced together with a hose
splicer from Jegs and two shrink-style hose clamps from Gates. Since we want our engine bay
to look like a factory installation we opted for conventional hose clamps at the radiator and
water neck. This completed our radiator installation. We mounted the condenser in front of our
new radiator following the Vintage Air instruction sheet. This close mounting ensures the
electric fan is pulling cool air through both the condenser and the radiator. Since we had to
remove the crossbracing on the core support we thought it might be a good idea to add a
horizontal brace to the top of the core support. The only thing left to do was fill the system with
quality antifreeze and distilled water, check for leaks and fire up the engine. Let the engine run
up to temperature and be sure the electric fan turns on at the desired temperature, we set our
fan-on temp at degrees and the entire system seems to function perfectly, cooling our big, bad
As we mentioned earlier, some simple planning, buying new, improved products along with a
careful installation will net you a cooling system able to handle the summer heat. When it
comes to cooling a vintage Corvette engine, modern technology is the way to go. Radiator to
cool our engine. Radiator also fabricated the aluminum shroud and attached the thin-line
electric fan. We are using a Billet Specialties Tru Trac serpentine system and Edelbrock water
pump on the front of our engine. With the new radiator in place we still have 2 inches of
clearance thanks to the very thin aluminum shroud fabricated by U. Custom engine installations
mean finding a hose that will work. We took several hoses home from our local auto parts store
and finally settled on this Gates hose for the lower. We trimmed both ends to fit our application.
The upper hose was a different story. Try though we might we could not find one hose with the
perfect contours. In the end we used sections of two different hoses to fabricate our upper
hose. We installed the two hoses, one coming from the thermostat housing, the other slipped
onto the radiator. We rotated the hoses until we had the best alignment, taking into
consideration hood clearance and smooth radius bends. We carefully marked the cut points on
both hoses; we always mark an arrow on the cut side of the tape to minimize the chance for
error. A sharp utility knife handled the cuts. We ordered this radiator hose splicer from Jegs,
along with two Gates Power Grip shrink hose clamps. These clamps are amazing, clean looking
and they form a perfect seal. We wanted a vintage, factory look under the hood so we opted for
traditional hose clamps on the thermostat housing and the radiator. You can use a modern
clamp or the factory original style. If you want a cleaner, more modern look, the Gates shrink
clamps can be used throughout. With the hose splice installed between our two cut hoses it
was time to install the Gates shrink clamps. It is as simple as sliding them over the hose and
heating them with a heat gun until they have a uniform shine. And here is a completed,
fabricated upper hose. The Gates clamp give it the appearance of a single hose, a much cleaner
look than two conventional hose clamps could provide. Since we had the hood off the car and
we had not installed the grille we decided to go ahead and install our Vintage Air condenser. To
that end the rod X-brace must be removed from the core support. A cut-off wheel made short
work of removing the X-brace from the core support. The Vintage Air condenser bracket will add
much to the rigidity of the core support. The brace can be seen just above the condenser. The

ends of the box tubing were sliced, folded and welded to form a tapered end. Then a piece of flat
stock was welded to the end of the box tubing. The tapered end allows the brace to slide into
the core brackets. While a straight, horizontal brace like this is not as rigid as an X-brace, we felt
that it added some strength to the core support with minimal effort. A quick coat of primer and
semi-flat black and the brace was installed for the last time. Note the Vintage Air condenser is
also installed at this time. The Vintage Air condenser brackets add a lot of rigidity to the core
support, too. The U. Radiator crossflow radiator looks perfectly at home in the Corvette and the
electric fan is nearly invisible. We were pleased with our hose arrangement and are happy to
say the W-motor is one very cool engine. With a supercharged LT4 under the hood and stunning
good looks, this Corvette restomod is one of a kind. Exp
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loring the history of the L88 Corvette and visiting two rare L88's in private collections. Lacking
in initial subtlety is the name of the game for this Velocity Yellow Corvette restomod. We
upgraded our C1 Corvette headlights with these Hella units and we show you how to properly
adjust them. Corvette first raced at Le Mans in This was there. Designing, fabricating and
installing a C1 Corvette exhaust. How To. View Full Gallery. Sources Billet Specialties. Ron
Francis Wiring. View Full Image. Connect With Us. Get Latest News and Articles. Newsletter
Sign Up. Related Articles. Cultivating the Perfect Corvette Restomod With a supercharged LT4
under the hood and stunning good looks, this Corvette restomod is one of a kind. Velocity
Yellow Corvette restomod is no good at hide and seek Lacking in initial subtlety is the name of
the game for this Velocity Yellow Corvette restomod. Installing stainless steel exhaust on a C1
Corvette Designing, fabricating and installing a C1 Corvette exhaust.

